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Radio Victoria went on the air on July 15, 1993 initiating a great
communications project in the Cabañas province. We celebrated
our 25th Anniversary together with ADES, the Economic Social
Development Association, with a Festival of Community Art.

During these 25 years Radio Victoria has faced great challenges
from generating and maintaining spaces for citizens´ participation
The President
in the programming to creating projects that are coherent with
visits Santa Marta
and represent our ideals such as: “Radio Victoria Walks to the
Communities", “ The Community Correspondents´ Network” &
“RadioListener Groups” which contribute to and make suggestions for our
programming content. These projects permit us to get to know the
territory we cover, to see up close our communities´ realities, share
experiences & learn about people´s lives, as well as getting to know the
communities´ dreams and hopes and how they hope to better their lives.

***************

At Radio Victoria we have not only grown in years, but also in achievements and
challenges, and as a community communications medium we
continue to value our audience not as a simple receiver, client
or user, but as concrete people that are subjects of rights,
responsibilities, needs, possibilities and critical discernment.
Together we foment a collective conscience with ethical and
political criteria that favors the majority of people on the basis
of equity and justice. We believe it is fundamental to continue
cultivating historic memory as an antidote against forgetting
human rights violations.
With our 25 years, Radio Victoria has become a transcendent social and political
actor in the Cabañas province. Our strategic objectives have put the powers that
be in check and we have directly confronted corruption, abuse of power, influence
trafficking and all forms of exclusion imposed by very conservative sectors.

Radio Victoria, above and beyond our role as a communications medium, forms
part of a grassroots social movement working in community accompaniment
through organizing. The levels of incidence we have achieved are evident in
spite of being located in an ideological, religious
and politically conservative zone.
Today with 25 years since Radio Victoria´s
birth, we continue to have great challenges
in terms of communication although in the
struggle for community media we achieved
that community radio be recognized as a
legal entity and were able to change 30
articles in the Telecommunications law.
We continue promoting true
participative communication in Cabañas
and in El Salvador.

We thank our friend Rosa Adalinda
for her visit & for the gift
of delicious anonas!
She is a loyal radio listener from
Santa Cruz La Milagrosa in Ilobasco

Photography Workshop for Women
Two of Radio Victoria´s human talents are
participating in a photography workshop for
Women Human Rights Defenders in Cabañas. During
the third workshop women applied techniques for
freezing images in motion and how to use effects
with focus and out of focus.
The majority had never had access to cameras and
the results have been stupendous!
The Workshops are thanks to the support of the
Provincial Council of Bizkaia & Engineers Without
Borders, Basque Country.

Tune in on our web
page in internet:
www.radiovictoriaes.org

Radio Victoria “Walks to the Communities”
Project visits El Bañadero
On August 4 we made a visit to the community El
Bañadero in the town of Guacotecti, Cabañas province.
People in the community told us how they had lived
for years by making clay products and growing
vegetables. El Bañadero is one of the zones in
Cabañas with the most abundant water and
vegetation. Nevertheless the indiscriminate cutting of
trees has caused some water sources to dry up. In
addition to that the river that runs by the community
is contaminated by trash because there is no good
solid wastes administration.
We learned that the community is known for local tourism and its history is linked to the commercialization
of clay products which is about to disappear since the demand for clay products is so reduced due to
plastics. There are community organizational efforts in El Bañadero which requiere different kinds of support
in order to take advantage of the population´s human development potential. Community members
participate in the Health Committee, the Community Directive and an Agricultural Cooperative.
Upon arriving in the community we put on music and started to play games with children. We strung up
piñatas and broke them open amid laughter and fun.
According to a previously agreed upon agenda, we met with
community leaders who told us about the community´s history
and how they got the name El Bañadero. Also one of the local
music groups we have promoted in Radio Victoria´s programming
is originally from this community and the group is called Los
Rancheritos del Bañadero.
During the meeting with community leaders we learned about
what the community identifies as the problems that most need
attention, which are:
-Improve the administration of trash.
-Attend to the indiscriminate cutting of trees
-Educational processes for community leaders.
-Recreational spaces for youth and children.
-Workshops for people interested in learning a vocation.
Last on the agenda were friendly
women and men´s soccer games.
There is always a group of people
from Santa Marta that join us
in these visits so they can play with
the community´s women and
men´s soccer teams along with Radio
members. In that way we deepen our
community - radio friendships.

“Women Against Mining”
FESPAD, the Application of Rights Foundation,
presented a study on women who struggle to
defend their territories, their water and their
communities, which was especially dedicated to
Dora Sorto who was assassinated for defending her
land and dignity. The study contains 9 women´s
testimonies, among them Vidalina Morales president
of the Economic Social Development Association
Santa Marta, ADES, and Marixela Ramos, member of
Radio Victoria´s Directive Team. Marixela shared: “To
assume a role in the defense of our territory and
raise my voice from Radio Victoria, return to my
country and community after being forced to leave
because of threats against myself and my 3 year
old daughter for being opposed to mining,
all of this meant demonstrating that I am not
afraid and was my way of contributing to giving
strength to other women resisting an industry
that we know would be damaging to our
community and to the whole nation.”

HAPPY
JOURNALIST
DAY- July 31!

Evaluaction & Planning Meeting with
Community Correspondents
Pablo Ayala, project coordinator, met with Edilberto
Escobar, Eliseo Rodríguez, Fidel Abarca & Samuel
Henríquez to evaluate the Community
Correspondents´ Network´s work during the last
months. Fidel said: “Reporting on the March
elections directly from the community legitimizes all
the information we report & that is how we are
different from other media”. Samuel added: “I
reported from Ilobasco and when I told people in
the community that I was a Radio Victoria
correspondent they were surprised and at the same
time felt that the Radio was accompanying them in
this process”. Decisions were made in the meeting
about covering upcoming events and which days
each correspondent would report in with news

Monseñor Romero always accompanies us
in our work for the communities and today
we celebrate 101 años since his birth.
He is San Romero of América even though
it has taken the hierarchical Church more
than 3 decades to recognize what many in
the world have always known.

RV Covers El Salvador´s
Presidente´s Visit
to Santa Marta
On July 28 Radio Victoria reported
on and participated in the visit of
Presidente Salvador Sánchez Cerén
to Santa Marta where he presided
over his program “Governing with
the People” & “The Good Living
Festival”
In his visit the President of the Republic recognized that a united and organized struggle is the path
to progress and prosperity for the community. “We have confirmed that Santa Marta´s population have
maintained their hearts united and strong in order to continue changing and improving conditions for
all the people” affirmed President Sánchez Cerén.
“This is only possible when you have a common history and a common struggle”, he emphasized
congratulating Santa Marta for having a “long history of great progress”. President Sánchez Cerén also
pointed out that these achievements “were constructed through the popular power that you all
created with your community´s efforts. There were years of
being forgotten, years of complete neglect, but you all did
not give up and remained united”.
In Santa Marta, the President and various Ministers carried
out a dialogue with community leaders throughout this area
of Cabañas. The results are very positive and were recorded
in proposals for solutions to complex problems such as land
ownership, road improvements, health care, education, housing and
the need for public spaces like a central plaza, among other things.

Canal 10 entrevista a Pablo y Ever.

“I congratulate you because you have made demands, but your demands are not personal but rather to
improve things for the whole community and that is very important. They are demands that are just
and needed for the development and progress of the community”, the President affirmed.
The President of the Republic added that to carry out these agreements a Follow-up Committee was
created with community
representatives: Vidalina
Morales, President of the
Economic Social Development
Association of Santa Marta,
ADES, Elvis Zavala of Radio
Victoria, Melvin Rivera President
of Santa Marta´s Community
Directive and Lila Alvarenga
Municipal Council member for
the FMLN in Victoria among
other community leaders.

